INTRODUCTION
============

Drug discovery is a complex and expensive endeavor that has taken advantage of the recent years' emergence of the '*in silico*' biology. More specifically, virtual or *in silico* screening, based on the 3D structure of known ligands or of the targets is becoming a method of choice to facilitate lead compound identification, as seen in several recent studies \[see for examples ([@B1; @B2; @B3; @B4; @B5])\]. In all situations, these *in silico* processes require a suitable compound collection as input. Usually, libraries have to be filtered (ADME/tox filtering) to remove compounds with unacceptable physico-chemical properties and disease-causing chemical functionalities. Then, the 3D structure of each compound has to be generated since, for the time being, academic or commercial compound collections are delivered in 1D SMILES ([@B6]) (simplified molecular input line entry system), CANSMILES ([@B7]) (canonical smiles) or in 2D SDF ([@B8]) (structure data file) formats. In addition, for drug design programs that use rigid-body docking steps or for 3D ligand-based screening experiments, one single conformation per compound is not enough and one has to generate conformational isomers. Very few free on-line tools are available to generate the 3D conformation of compounds. To overcome this limitation, sites such a Zinc ([@B9]), FAF-drugs ([@B10]) or very recently pubChem ([@B11]) take advantage of commercial software to propose the pre-calculated collections of compounds in 3D. Alternative services that provide direct 2D to 3D facilities come from demos of drug design package vendors, such as OpenEye' Omega (<http://www.eyesopen.com/products/applications/omega.html>), Molsoft (<http://www.molsoft.com/2dto3d.html>), Corina (<http://www.molecular-networks.com/software/corina/>) and from academic sites such as (<http://iris12.colby.edu/%7Ewww/jme/smiledg.html>; <http://davapc1.bioch.dundee.ac.uk/programs/prodrg/>; <http://bioserv.cbs.cnrs.fr/HTML_BIO/APPLET_ACD/create_molecule.html>) (see [www.vls3d.com](www.vls3d.com) for a more complete list). Such services are, however, usually limited to building one compound at a time and provide generally only one conformer (only the Omega\'s service is able to return an ensemble of conformations for the input compound).

It is well known that generating an accurate 3D structure for a small chemical compound is not trivial and as such many different approaches have been developed over the years, starting from manual model building up to quantum mechanical calculations. Between these two extremes and because for quantum chemistry programs it is generally necessary to start from a reasonable initial 3D structure, other methods such as rule-based methods (approaches based essentially on structural data) or data-based methods are commonly used ([@B12; @B13]).

Frog (a mixed rule-based data-based approach) aims at providing on-line generation of ensembles of 3D conformation for drug-like compounds (i.e. compounds that are ADME/tox compliant). It is based on Frowns (a chemoinformatics toolkit available at <http://frowns.sourceforge.net/>) to which several functionalities have been added to allow the generation of 3D structures starting from SMILES or SDF data input. Frog is able to (i) fully or partially disambiguate compound stereochemistry including chiral sites, and to (ii) generate single or ensembles of low to medium energy 3D conformations for each isomer.

CONCEPTS AND METHODS
====================

Compound analysis, chirality assignment
---------------------------------------

The initial compound analysis performed by Frowns does not identify chiral centers not explicitly notified in the input data. New functionalities have therefore been added to detect chiral centers for the tetragonal carbons and nitrogens---for nitrogens, we have chosen to consider the chiral forms instead of the average plane conformation that is sometimes employed, since it can have some impact on 3D coordinate generations. Briefly, to identify chiral centers, we take advantage of the cansmiles representation generated by Frowns. The cansmiles of the groups bonded to the putative chiral center are extracted and compared. Chiral centers bonded group cansmiles are all different. Note that difficult cases involving symmetries can be managed simply by such strategy. ZE chirality for double bonds as well as axial/equatorial positions is treated in the same way.

3D assembly of an initial conformer
-----------------------------------

One difficult task in the generation of 3D conformation for drugs has long been identified as coming from the ring systems ([@B12]). As a result, 3D structure generators often fragment compounds into ring systems and acyclic parts and treat each subgroup (i.e. rings, linkers) differently. The conformational variability of ring systems cannot be handled simply by varying some torsional angles. To circumvent this problem with the rings, software such as Omega (OpenEye Scientific Software), usually make use of libraries of pregenerated ring structures but can also construct fragments on-the-fly, when needed. Acyclic parts can be handled in a much more standard manner, considering that bond length and angles can be set to standard values as reported in tables obtained by structural analysis of experimentally resolved structures. For these linker segments, conformational variability can be reduced to that of the flexible dihedral angles of the system. Frog follows such strategy: given a compound with 1D or 2D descriptions, the molecule is fragmented as a graph of rings and acyclic elements as illustrated in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. From this graph, the general strategy for the re-construction of the molecule is as follows: (i) ring conformations are taken from a library. This library consists of the conformations of the rings as extracted from the few 3D compound collections freely available on the internet. Presently, the library encompasses close to 10 100 distinct cycles. Although all the occurring conformations of each ring have been stored, Frog presently only considers the first one, i.e. rings have no conformational variability; (ii) the compound is assembled by building from scratch the acyclic components. This process is achieved on the basis of the canonical bond lengths and valence angles described in ([@B14]), supplemented by some values taken from the merck molecular force field (MMFF) ([@B15; @B16; @B17; @B18; @B19]) (for instance fluoride, hydrogen parameters are not provided in ([@B14])). The junction between acyclic components and rings requires special treatment to guarantee correct chirality but follows the same basic principles. Frog can detect cycles for which axial and equatorial conformations may occur and generate both. Cycles are superimposed to the extremities of the acyclic parts using a rigid best fit procedure ([@B20]). Note that Frog generates hydrogen coordinates but does not perform pK~a~ predictions, and as such the users may have to delete or add hydrogen atoms with the OpenBabel -p -d options (see <http://openbabel.sourceforge.net/wiki/Main_Page>). Figure 1.Flowchart of Frog processing. The compound (**a**) is decomposed as a graph involving rings and acyclic elements (**b**). Acyclic elements are built from scratch. Ring conformations are extracted from a library of rings. Then all the elements are assembled to produce the complete compound structure (**c**).

3D conformational variability
-----------------------------

The exploration of the conformational variability of the compounds occurs once a first conformation is built. Only the dihedral angles of the system that are assigned to flexible covalent bonds are explored and here only heavy atoms are considered. Based on the atomic types, Frog will consider the canonical angle values of the rotatable bonds, and explore the combinations of these values. Since canonical values can result in high-energy conformations, each combination is supplemented by a few Monte-Carlo steps using a small angular perturbation (usually \<10°). Such protocol was devised from several test simulations for which we checked acceptance rate and convergence towards low-energy structures. For difficult cases, this value can be increased up to 60° for angles having a 3-fold energy barrier, or to 180° for angles involving *cis*/trans conformations, such as the peptide bond. The conformations are scored using the Van der Waals energy of the system computed with an in-house implementation of the MMFF force field. Atomic type assignments within Frog have been checked and validated against the MMFF validation suite (<http://www.ccl.net/cca/data/MMFF94s/>). For compounds that have a large number of rotatable bonds the combinatorial is randomly truncated to remain tractable. Truncation also occurs for compounds having a large number of isomers. Truncating a combinatorial search is a difficult task. Different strategies have been considered. Currently, Frog randomly selects among the isomers (uniform law), and then randomly selects combinations of rotations distributed on all rotatable bonds. The Monte-Carlo process is applied to the complete set of rotatable bonds. No final energy minimization is performed, and as a consequence, some compounds have strained energy conformations. This is partially acceptable because small molecule co-crystallized with proteins can also have relatively high-energy conformations (4--15 kcal/mol above the estimated lowest energy state), while we are working on implementing a minimizer to optimize the geometry of these tense molecules.

PERFORMANCES
============

To assess the functionalities of Frog, several series of tests have been performed. The first one is related to the identification of chiral centers. To check that a correct identification is performed, we have taken all the compounds from the Asinex collection available at FAF-drugs as smiles, and we have removed any chirality information (including ZE information). Then we searched for the presence of chiral centers using Frog and checked the retrieval of the centers as specified in the collections. For over 84 812 compounds present in the collection, the described centers were identified for 84 792 compounds. Manual inspection of the 20 problematic cases revealed inconsistencies due to erroneous SMILES present in the collections.

The assessment of the correctness of 3D conformation assembly is more complex. First we have checked the quality of the geometry on all the isomers of series of compounds randomly taken from the Asinex, Specs and ChemBridge collections (over several hundred isomers). This visual inspection was satisfactory, including the axial/equatorial conformations.

Finally, a last test was carried out to assess the diversity and the relevance of conformations generated for one given isomer. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of conformations generated using Frog for one compound selected among many others from our FAF-Drug test set, i.e. molecules for which the experimental conformation of the drug *in situ* is known (bioactive conformation). As can be seen in this figure, Frog was able to generate conformations for the raloxifene molecule that are close to the co-crystal structure. These predicted structures were not the lowest energy conformations generated during the run, and for the best one has an RMSd of 1.30 Å when compared with the bioactive conformation. Indeed, it is known that when a ligand binds to a protein, it is typically not in the lowest-energy conformation found for the unbound structure. Since we are interested here in generating 3D structures of small molecules to perform docking studies or 3D ligand-based screening experiments, it was important for us to in fact be able to generate conformations close to the bound ligand conformations. We have obviously evaluated Frog for many compounds including the new Astex validation set ([@B21]). This test set contains 85 high-resolution protein-ligand crystal structures, for which the ligand is fully drug like. First, we have assessed the performance of Frog for the generation of conformations close to those observed in experimentally resolved complexes. We have generated series of up to 50 conformers for the 85 compounds, imposing the experimental stereoisomery by converting the compound from the mol format of the library to smiles using the OpenBabel package ([@B22]). For 18 compounds, several stereoisomers were considered due to ambiguous chiral nitrogens. A full description of the results is accessible from the Frog Help page. On average, Frog closest conformation to the crystallographic conformation deviates by 1.07 Å RMS deviation. The average range from the lowest to the highest RMS deviations between the experimental structures and the conformers generated by Frog is 1.26 Å. These numbers are stable over several independent runs. Figure 2.Predicted versus experimental structure of raloxifene. The structure of raloxifene (PDB code 1err) ([@B23]) was predicted with FROG from a 2D SDF input file or a SMILES string. Several conformers were generated. All atom colors: experimental structure. Yellow: lowest energy structure. Cyan: conformation fitting the best the experimental structure (RMSd 1.2 Å). Inset: the 50 predicted conformations (magenta) superimposed onto the experimental structure with the experimental, lowest energy and best rmsd in stick representation.

Furthermore, we also compared Frog and Omega results. With Omega, we have also generated up to 50 conformations for each 85 high-quality molecules from the Astex set and using the 3D mol files as input. As shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the relative performances of Frog and Omega are close, both in terms of the conformation closest to the crystallographic conformation ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}a), and of the diversity of the conformations generated ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}b). Using Omega, the average deviation of the best conformation to the experimental one is of 0.90 Å, with an average range of the RMS deviation of 1.24. As shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}a, some compounds lead to singular deviations depending on the method used. Some of these deviations can clearly be attributed to possible differences in the conformational sampling due to the Monte-Carlo method. For some other compounds such as 1gpk, 1sqn and 1m2z, we find that the conformation of the cycles from the library is mostly responsible for the large deviations. Imposing the experimental conformation of the cycle can have a dramatic impact. For instance, the best approximation for 1m2z falls from 1.7 Å down to 0.6 Å. For 1gpk and 1sqn, since the molecules contain essentially ring systems, the effect can be even more pronounced. This highlights one present limitation of Frog. Figure 3.(**a**) Deviation of the best conformation generated using Frog versus the best conformation generated by Omega, for series of up to 50 conformers. The best conformations are expressed in terms of RMS deviation to the experimental structure of the compound. The results are presented for the 85 protein-ligand crystal structures of the new Astex validation set ([@B21]). Labels identify some compounds with singular deviations (see text). (**b**) Diversity of the conformations generated by Frog and Omega for 85 compounds. Conformation deviations correspond to RMS deviation to the experimental structure of the compound. Omega: gray filled area; Frog: area between the red and green lines.

INPUT/OUTPUT
============

Frog accepts as input all compounds described using the SMILES or SDF formats. A facility is proposed to interconvert molecules to these formats using the OpenBabel package ([@B22]). Once the small molecules are in SMILES or SDF format, the possible processings are: to generate unambiguous SMILES expressionto generate only one conformation per compound (not considering all the isomers)to generate one conformation per isomerto generate multiple conformations per isomer. The maximal number of multiple conformation per isomer can be selected by the user, but cannot be larger than 100. Along the same line, a maximum energy value can be specified by the users (it corresponds to the maximal energy difference to the conformation of minimal energy generated).

To keep computational effort reasonable, we presently limit the number of compounds per request to 1000. Results are on the form of a log reporting the processing of each compound, a SMILES file listing the unambiguate SMILES of the conformations generated, and a 3D file in the mol2 or SDF or PDB format.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
===============================

Frog aims at providing free on-line generation of 3D multi-conformation for series of compounds. Several features, in particular related to the disambiguation of isomers, have, to the best of our knowledge, no on-line equivalent. However, several improvements can be considered. Indeed, limitations occur from the multiconformation generator. First, the current default strategy is oriented towards exhaustive conformational space sampling. Frog attempts the systematic generation of all possible conformations of the preferred angular values of all the rotatable bonds when tractable. When this is not possible, either because there is a large number of isomers, or since the angular combinatorial to be explored becomes too large, it will perform random selection of isomers and rotatable angles. Since this process can fail and result in proposing only conformations with relatively high energy, we have implemented a Monte-Carlo procedure limited to few steps. Such process could obviously be enhanced in several ways, in particular by identifying dead end combinations of angles or isomers. This should also result in accelerated processing capabilities. Further improvement could also be expected from the force field. Conformation scoring is presently based on Van der Waals but introducing simple Coulombic electrostatics calculation could be of interest. It seems desirable to consider ring conformational variability in a next version of Frog. Also, compounds containing rings not present in the library cannot be predicted by Frog at present. This problem will be addressed in the future. Another point to consider is related to the quality of the conformations generated. While Frog will generate multiple conformations, it is possible that some of the returned conformations are close, either since several combinations of angles can produce conformations having low RMS deviations, or because of the Monte-Carlo steps. Diversity could be improved by clustering a larger number of conformations and returning only the centroids of the unrelated conformational classes generated. Nevertheless, because we focus on drug-like molecules, which limits the chemical variability of the compounds that should be treated, we have found that the initial 3D structures of numerous drug-like molecules can indeed be accurately predicted with the present version of Frog.
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